Quantitative structure-property relationships for odor thresholds based on representation of the molecular structure by the simplified molecular input-line entry system were established using the CORAL software. The total set of compounds with numerical data on the so-called arithmetic odor thresholds (n = 1259) was distributed into the training and validation sets, three times. The average statistical quality of these models is (1) for training setñ = 967 ± 20 (≈ 80%), r 2 = 0.62 ± 0.02; and (2) for validation setñ = 290 ± 20 (≈ 20%), r 2 = 0.62 ± 0.04. Thus, the predictive potential of this approach was confirmed for three different splits into training and validation sets. Domain of applicability and mechanistic interpretation of these models are defined from the probabilistic point of view. The suggested models are built up according to OECD principles.
Introduction
Environmental odor pollution is not a new issue. In Europe, the plague in the twelfth century caused odor pollution which was the first issue of awareness of hygiene. In New York city olfactory maps, "smells capes", were constructed in the early 1800s before and after the Metropolitan Board of Health was established in 1866 [1] . Environmental odor pollution is a complex problem that gives use to increasing numbers of complaints. Individuals living near confined animal facilities, wastewater treatment plants and biosolid recycling operations have primary complaints, with annoyance caused by odors and concerns about health risks from exposure to the odorants [2] . The impact of municipal solid waste landfills has attracted particular social and environmental attention in recent decades [3] . Various economic activities cause the release of industrial and municipal wastes. Most of these end up in a landfill where degradation takes place in an acidic anaerobic environment, with odor emitted into the surroundings [4] . In addition, the so-called composting process is an aerobic degradation of organic materials with complex interactions between biological and physicochemical factors with significant environmental influence [5] . The "composting process" too involved aerobic degradation of organic materials with complex interactions between biological and physicochemical factors, and significant environmental influence. These circumstances have led to the need for computational methods to predict odor thresholds (OT) for various compounds involved in industrial and agricultural processes [6] .
In our previous works, the Monte Carlo technique was used to establish quantitative structure-property/activity relationships (QSPRs/QSARs) in general [7, 8] and for odor threshold in particular [9] . There are other works with using of QSPR technique to solve ecologic tasks [10] [11] [12] [13] . The OT values published vary widely as they were obtained in different periods, with different techniques, instrumentation and different experimental designs. For environmental odor pollution episodes, air dispersion models are increasingly used to depict the potential annoyance and a single OT is needed 
Method

Data
The numerical data on the AT for odor of organic substances (n = 1259) were taken from the second enlarged edition of compilation of odor thresholds [14] . These values were converted into negative decimal logarithm (pAT). The models were built up using the so-called balance of correlations [7] , i.e., the available data were split into the training, invisible training, calibration, and validation sets three times. The predictive potential of these models is estimating for each split. Three splits of total data set into the training (≈ 30%), invisible training (≈ 30%), calibration (≈ 20%), and validation (≈ 20%) sets have been studied. These splits are random and not identical [8] .
Optimal descriptor
The optimal descriptor [9] used in this work is calculated as the following
The general scheme of the extraction of the molecular features (represented by S, SS, SSS, and HARD) is demonstrated in Table 1 . The CW(S), CW(SS), CW(SSS), and CW(HARD) are the correlation weights (CW) calculated by the Monte Carlo method optimization with the correlation coefficient in the role of the target function. The T and N are parameters of the optimization, which give the best statistics for the calibration set.
Having the numerical data for the CWs, one can calculate a model for the arithmetical threshold for odor. Equation 2 should be checked with the external validation set.
These calculations were done with updated version of CORAL software, available on the Internet (CORALSEA-2017, http://www.insilico.eu/coral). We have used the fol- = total number of the SA k in the training set; N2 = total number of the SA k in the invisible training set; N3 = total number of SA k in the calibration set Table 5 Interpretations for promoters of increase or decrease in pAT collected in Table 4 SA Table 2 sets out the statistical characteristics of the models for three different splits into the training (this is structured into training, invisible training, and calibration) and validation sets. The models are the following: Figure 1 shows the models calculated with Eqs. 3-5. Table 3 contains Y-randomization test for models obtained for three examined random splits. These models are satisfactory according to the Y-randomization test [15] .
Results
Supplementary materials contain (1) the CORAL method used to build up suggested models for pAT; (2) an example of calculation of DCW (1, 15) and pAT for split 1; and (3) the list of SMILES attributes together with their correlation weights for split 1.
Discussion
The list of standard components of QSPR/QSAR model involves (1) the statistical quality of a model (Table 2 ; Fig. 1); (2) a description how the model is built up and how to use the model (Table 1 ; Eq. 1); (3) the domain of applicability; and (4) a mechanistic interpretation. The comments for (1) and (2) are available from above. Comments for (3) and (4) are the following.
Domain of applicability
The domain of applicability is defined by the scheme described in the literature [8] and is based on so-called defects of SMILES. This defect of SMILES is difference between probabilities of SMILES attributes in the training set and in calibration set. A substance is in domain of applicability if related SMILES (which represents the molecular structure) has defect lower than double the average SMILES defect over SMILES defects of the training set:
The number of outliers are, respectively, 25 (9%), 24 (8%), and 21 (7%) for split 1, 2, and 3. However, it should be noted that these outliers are compounds with rare structural elements. The CORAL program marked these compounds as "suspected ones", i.e., structures which have the above-mentioned SMILES defects larger than average value of the defect. Nevertheless, Fig. 1 shows one real outlier.
Mechanistic interpretation
There are three categories of SMILES attributes. The first category attributes, which are characterized by positive correlation, weights in several runs of the Monte Carlo optimization. These are promoters of increase for examined endpoint. The second category attributes, which are characterized by negative correlation, weights in several runs of the optimization. These are promoters of decrease for examined endpoint. The third category attributes, which have in several runs of the optimization sometimes positive correlation weights and sometimes negative correlation weights. These attributes have not the clear interpretation. Thus, having data on several runs of the Monte Carlo optimization one can obtain the mechanistic interpretation of the model as the list of promoters of increase and promoters of decrease in endpoint. It is to be noted that the frequency of attributes in the training and calibration sets also should be taken into account: attribute that is absent in the training or in the calibration set cannot be base to clear interpretation. Table 4 contains examples of promoters for increase and decrease in pAT. Table 5 contains comments on molecular features listed in Table 4 .
Conclusions
The suggested approach gives quite satisfactory models for the arithmetic odor threshold; however, the splitting of the available data (n = 1259) have strong influence for the statistical quality of these models. Consequently, in order to obtain real estimation of the predictive potential of a model (i.e., predictive potential of a selected CORAL method), it is necessary to compare models obtained for a group of different splits into the training and validation sets, according to the conception "QSAR is a random event" [16] [17] [18] . The CORAL software confirms good ability to be a tool for QSPR/QSAR analysis. The suggested models are built up according to OECD principles [19] . The statistical quality of suggested models (3-5) confirms ability of the CORAL software that is based on the Monte Carlo technique, be a tool of QSPR analysis for data on odor threshold [9] .
